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Release Notes for Patch Release#2176

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.6.0-rev21
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.6.0-rev14
Open-Xchange AppSuite USM-rev11

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This document provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequentlyto shipping Patch Release #2135.
30106 Network Activities not displaying for Linkedin on PortalThe HTTP request performed against LinkedIn-Service do not have any timeouts applied (neitherconnect nor read timeout). Meaning, a non-responding LinkedIn-Service will block requestingthread undefinitely.Requests have a reasonable timeout set. Thus the user will at least see an error in affected portalwidget.This is not a fix for the customer as it does not make the LinkedIn data appear in portal widget, butonly ensures that at least the affected tile does not stay unresponsive.
32897 Synchronizing CalDAV fails with OSX 10.10The latest version of the Mac OS X Calendar application has issues parsing an empty VALARM com-ponent in the default alarm properties of CalDAV collections.This has been fixed by sending empty string for default alarms in CalDAV.
33028 Moved folder will re-appear at old location after next syncMove of a mail causes implicit folder changes that conflicted with move of that folder.Now USM automatically marks the folder hierarchy as modified when mail item is moved betweenfolders.
33967 Sent-mails folder is not beeing synced. Unknown USM status 17102 Processing interim responses were responded to requesting USM client although not needed.Such interim responses breaks response parsing with used HttpClient instance.This has been fixed by avoiding 102 Processing interim responses for requests executed by USMcomponent Such requests are identified by having the ”User-Agent” header set to ”Open-XchangeUSM HTTP Client”.
34082 Subfolder behavior on sent items is unexpectedActual and expected results was mixed up.”Sent items” and subfolders of ”Sent items” now show TO instead of FROM.
34219 Missing ”equals” sign in HTML codeAdded missing ”=”.
34222 Text is losing format after replying to an emailThe UI code removes text color within blockquotes to keep them simple and legible. At least that’sthe idea. Now we maintain original colors (to avoid irritation).
34281 Read Stream calls on Facebook shows warning about non-approvalFacebook made access to permissions more restrictive since April 30th 2014.This has been fixed by removing these permissions, because they were unused.
34346 Layout issue (german language settings) for folder settings within external emailaccountsMarkup wasn’t correct. Had just one form-group for all rows.
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Using <div class=”form-group”>for each row now.
34361 Appointment create/delete/update events not fired when primarymail address con-tains upper case charactersCase sensitive check for organizer mail address where the storage only contains the lower caseversion.This has been fixed by making the check case insensitive.
34365 SVL-0011 Categories=ERROR Message=’Unexpected error: Can’t convert from null’Used native converter for null values.Please be aware that we cannot definitely say if the mentioned change was really the culprit forthe observed error messages. We just got a stacktrace, without any further information aboutreproducability, and this is where the changes were based on.

3 Tests
Not all issues that got resolved with this Patch Release could be reproduced within the OX QAlab. Therefore, we advise guided and close monitoring of the reported issue when deploying to astaging or production environment.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
30106, 32897, 33028, 33967, 34082, 34219, 34222, 34281, 34346, 34361, 34365,
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